LYON, France – January 14, 2019: Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) was long restricted to niche applications because of poor scalability, high cost, and a lack of support from major memory makers. But in 2015, after more than 15 years in development, the first PCM-based technology for storage-class memory applications was presented by Micron and Intel: its name, 3D XPoint. However, it took these companies another two years before introducing their first commercial products. Two years after, Intel introduced Optane SSDs and storage accelerators. Developments should not stop there as persistent memory modules, the Optane DIMMs are expected in 2019. “3D XPoint sales have finally accelerated thanks to Intel’s dominant position in the enterprise processor business,” comments Simone Bertolazzi, PhD, Technology & Market Analyst at Yole Développement (Yole). “Optane DIMMs will be sold in combination with the latest generation of Intel’s Xeon server processors.”

Samsung and Toshiba’s prompt response to Intel Optane consists of 3D NAND-based SCM solutions: Z-NAND and XL-Flash, respectively. However, these technologies will be used in enterprise SSDs - with performance limited by the interface - and will not compete in terms of speed with DDR4-compatible Optane DIMMs…

What are the latest technology developments for (STT-) MRAM, PCM, and RRAM? What will 3DX Point’s future entail once Micron and Intel’s joint venture ends? What goals are foundries pursuing within the embedded memory business? What strategies are emerging eNVM players adopting to introduce their new technologies to the market? The market research and strategy consulting company Yole proposes a comprehensive technology & market survey dedicated to the emerging non-volatile memory technologies and markets, titled Emerging Non-Volatile Memory.
This report presents an overview of the semiconductor memory industry including NAND, DRAM and embedded memory in MCU/SoCs. In addition to a wide description of each technology, it details the current technological status and points out a relevant roadmap for the coming years. Under this new report, Yole’s analysts reveal the total addressable market, market drivers & challenges. They present the players involved with a detailed competitive landscape. Main market trends are provided for a total of eight application fields: industrial, transportation and consumer electronics, enterprise and client storage, microcontrollers, mobile devices, high-end processors, AI at the edge…

ENVM technology trends and industry evolution will be presented during an online event powered by Yole. “Challenges and strategies for mass adoption of emerging NVM technologies” webcast takes place on January 24, 2019 at 5 PM CET - 8 AM PDT. During one hour, Simone Bertolazzi, PhD, Technology & Market analyst, Memory Research at Yole will point out the status of the ENVM industry. Yole’s webcast provides an overview of stand-alone and embedded eNVM technologies/markets, covering their current status and evolution. Join Yole’s event to get a better understanding of memory market trends from several perspectives, including market & technology and competitive dynamics. Register today!

In the stand-alone business, emerging NVM brings new features and functionalities, but at a higher price. “Thus, new solutions must be found for triggering this NVM’s market penetration,” asserts Simone Bertolazzi from Yole. Among big IDMs, Intel has a unique position: it is both a stand-alone memory supplier and a CPU leader. Intel can combine its 3D XPoint products with its new generation of Xeon processors, which will act as the aforementioned Trojan horse for introducing 3D XPoint into the data-center technology market. STT-MRAM developers are rather small companies. Yole’s analysts identified: Everspin, Avalanche, Spin Memory that view memory module suppliers (Smart Modular, for example) as the ideal partner for entering the enterprise storage market. These module suppliers are midsized companies inclined to develop niche applications in the early stages.

In the embedded business, the top foundries are the key decision makers: they can promote the adoption of new embedded NVM in applications such as MCUs or cache memory. Therefore, it is critical for IP memory companies to convince foundries to develop edge-node (28/22nm) technology platforms for emerging NVM, a goal that has already been achieved by STT-MRAM players. In fact, RRAM has been adopted at 22nm by TSMC, but other foundries are hesitating to scale down to 28/22nm… A detailed description of Yole’s emerging NVM report is available on i-micronews.com, memory reports section.
In addition to the webcast taking place by the end of January, Simone Bertolazzi from Yole will attend next week the 2019 Joint MMM-Intermag (Jan. 14-18 in Washington, USA) to meet and discuss with the leaders of the ENVM industry. Feel free to ask for a meeting with him right now! Contact: Fanny Vitrey.
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